Balancing sampling and specialization: an adaptationist model of incremental development
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Development is typically a constructive process, in which phenotypes incrementally adapt to local ecologies. Here, we present a novel model in which natural selection shapes developmental systems based on the evolutionary ecology, and these systems adaptively guide phenotypic development. We assume that phenotypic construction is incremental and trades off with sampling cues to the environmental state. We computed the optimal developmental programmes across a range of evolutionary ecological conditions. Using these programmes, we simulated distributions of mature phenotypes. Our results show that organisms sample the environment most extensively when cues are moderately, not highly informative. When the developmental programme relies heavily on sampling, individuals transition from sampling to specialization at different times in ontogeny, depending on the consistency of their sampled cue set; this finding suggests that stochastic sampling may result in individual differences in plasticity itself. In addition, we find that different selection pressures may favour similar developmental mechanisms, and that organisms may incorrectly calibrate development despite stable ontogenetic environments. We hope our model will stimulate adaptationist research on the constructive processes guiding development.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive phenotypic plasticity, the ability of organisms to tailor development to environmental conditions, is widespread in nature [1–4], and can evolve in response to spatially or temporally varying environments, when cues indicate the state of the world [5–9]. Evolutionary models of adaptive phenotypic plasticity typically assume a two-stage life history: organisms first sample a cue to the state of the environment, and then develop phenotypes, either instantaneously (e.g. [7,10]) or after a time lag (e.g. [11–13]). These models ignore the fact that development is often a constructive process, in which phenotypes incrementally adapt to local ecologies ([14,15]; but see [2,3]).

In this paper, we present an evolutionary model of incremental phenotypic development. Viewing development as gradual reveals novel trade-offs. Here, we consider one such trade-off: between learning (sampling cues to the environmental state) and specializing (tailoring the phenotype to the local ecology). We make two assumptions. First, there is a positive correlation between fitness and the time invested in developing an environment-specific phenotype. This implies that an organism may benefit from specializing earlier in ontogeny, because it allows more time for achieving an adaptive ‘fit’ with the environment. Second, organisms are uncertain about the state of the environment, and can reduce this uncertainty through sampling environmental cues. The more time an organism spends sampling, the more it can reduce uncertainty. Combining these assumptions reveals a trade-off: earlier specialization may result in a more adaptive phenotype, however, it implies less time for sampling, increasing the risk of miscalibration.

These two assumptions are plausible. Correlations between the time invested in phenotypic development and the adaptive fit to the environment have been documented in a variety of species. Water fleas (Daphnia) that begin tailoring their phenotype prenatally towards a predator-rich environment develop more effective protective helmets than individuals who begin specializing only after birth [16]. Social insects progressively become more efficient at performing a variety of tasks, including identification of food sources, food handling techniques, nest repair, nest-mate recognition, comb building and nest climate control [17]. Many fish species can increase their foraging efficiency by incrementally tailoring morphology and behaviour for capturing locally abundant prey [18]. In hunter–gatherer societies, becoming a skilled hunter requires a substantial developmental commitment: it may take men more than 20 years before they produce more calories than they consume ([19]; for a related hypothesis in the domain of human reproductive strategies, see [20]).

Despite benefits, earlier specialization may entail costs. Specializing earlier implies less time spent learning. If cues probabilistically indicate the environmental state, less learning increases the risk of miscalibrating [21]; incorrectly inferring the environmental state and so developing an inappropriate phenotype. Miscalibration may be costly for several reasons [22]. First, if phenotypic development can be reversed in light of new experiences,
there may be costs to shifting from one phenotype to another. These costs may result from the reworking of tissues that have in part committed to other functions. Second, development is a path-dependent process; what happens at earlier stages might narrow future options. For instance, developing a larger body now may preclude faster speed in the future, because developing the required musculature for speed would be too expensive. Third, developmental specialization may be irreversible, in which case organisms are ‘stuck’ their entire lifetime with a maladapted phenotype (see [4] for examples).

In this paper, we use state-dependent life-history theory, implemented by stochastic dynamic programming [23,24], to model how natural selection should shape developmental systems to optimally balance sampling environmental cues and phenotypic specialization.

2. MODEL
We assume that the environment varies spatially (not temporally), being in one of two states, environment 1 or environment 0 (e.g. predator-rich or predator-poor). There is one optimal phenotype for each environmental state, phenotype 1 or phenotype 0 (e.g. armoured or fast moving). Furthermore, fitness increases with the time an organism invests in constructing the environment-appropriate phenotype. We assume the following life history: organisms are born; fully disperse and settle into different patches; develop; reproduce proportional to the adaptive fit to their current patch; mature individuals die and the cycle repeats. (An equivalent life history: organisms are born and develop in their natal patch; fully disperse; reproduce proportional to the adaptive fit to their natal patch; mature individuals die and the cycle repeats.)

Because the distribution of patches is fixed, natural selection can shape developmental programmes with expectations about the distribution of environmental states. For example, if 70 per cent of patches are in one state and the remaining 30 per cent in the other, neonates might ‘assume’ that they are 70 per cent likely to be in one patch type and 30 per cent likely to be in the other. The distribution of patches constitutes an evolutionarily supplied ‘prior’ for developing organisms [7,25–27].

Ontogeny consists of 20 discrete, non-overlapping time periods. In each period, organisms choose to either sample an environmental cue or develop by one increment towards one of two phenotypic targets. These choices are mutually exclusive, implying that each sampled cue means one lost increment of specialization. Cues reflect the environmental state with some fixed probability. The cue validity is the probability of receiving a particular cue conditioned on being in the corresponding environmental state. The cue validities for each environmental state are equal: the probability of receiving cue 1 in environment 1 is equal to the probability of receiving cue 0 in environment 0. The probability of receiving an incorrect cue is one minus the cue validity. We assume that these cue validities were recurrent features of the evolutionary environment, and as a result are embodied in the developmental programmes of organisms [7,24–26].

Sampling a cue updates the organism’s estimate of being in one environmental state or the other according to Bayes’ theorem. Natural selection is an optimizing process, and so it might favour information use consistent with Bayesian learning—the optimal way of information updating [26,27]. This assumption does not imply that animals cognitively represent information in Bayesian terms [27,28]. Natural selection is the Bayesian (not organisms), producing optimal developmental programmes. These programmes could be instantiated in organisms as nothing more than a series of simple if-then rules (e.g. sample one cue and specialize accordingly).

Phenotypic specialization can translate into fitness in many ways. Here, we consider three: linear returns (the marginal increase in fitness is constant with each increment towards the appropriate phenotype), diminishing returns (the marginal increase decreases with each appropriate increment) and increasing returns (the marginal increase increases). In our model, developmental decisions do not affect fitness during ontogeny; instead, they translate into fitness at some later life stage. Models of predictive adaptive response [22] and time lag (e.g. [11–13]) often share this assumption. However, in our model, the adaptive fit later in life depends on the time invested in progressively constructing a phenotype.

Using a stochastic dynamic programme, we computed optimal developmental policies, specifying the choice that maximizes expected fitness for every possible state of the system (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 for dynamic programming equations). Stochastic dynamic programming is suitable for problems that involve both uncertainty (e.g. about the state of the environment) and interdependent decisions across time (i.e. current decisions affect future options). We explore a range of evolutionary-ecological conditions, varying the fitness function (diminishing, linear and increasing), cue validity (ranging from 0.55 to 0.95) and prior probability (ranging from 0.50 to 0.95).

3. RESULTS
We present four kinds of results, summarized in four figures. At a high level, we compare the reliance on sampling favoured by natural selection across a range of conditions (figure 1). This measures the expected fraction of ontogeny that organisms spend sampling cues, as opposed to specializing. Next, we compare the optimal developmental policies favoured by natural selection across a range of conditions (figure 2). Owing to the stochastic nature of cues, the same developmental programme may generate a range of mature phenotypes (figure 3). Finally, we compare the optimal policies, which may include plasticity, with two developmentally fixed types, who never sample (figure 4).

We first consider a population-level statistic describing the expected fraction of ontogeny organisms spend sampling (figure 1). Consistent with existing models that do not incorporate incremental development (for reviews, see [8,9]), adaptive plasticity is more likely to evolve when cues are moderately to highly informative. However, in our model, the greatest reliance on sampling evolves when cue validities are intermediate (figure 1a,b). When cues are highly informative, small samples yield accurate estimates; the opportunity cost of foregone expertise disadvantages continued learning. When cues are weakly informative, organisms need many samples for an accurate estimate; however, exclusively sampling garners no fitness (for a related finding, see [29]).
The reliance on sampling decreases as the prior probability of one environmental state increases relative to the other (figure 1a–c). As this asymmetry increases, more informative cues are required for sampling strategies to evolve (figure 1b,c). Selection favours the most reliance on sampling when the gain in fitness returns diminishes and the least when returns increase. With diminishing returns, most of the fitness gains require little expertise; by contrast, with increasing rewards, additional expertise garners more and more fitness.

Despite identical developmental programmes, stochastic sampling may lead individuals to obtain different cue sets and divergent estimates about the environmental state. As a result, organisms may follow different developmental trajectories (figure 2; here, the prior is 0.5; see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2 for other priors). Organisms may transition from sampling to specialization at different points during ontogeny (figure 2b,c,e). Some individuals obtain a homogeneous sample, resulting in a confident estimate about the environmental state, and specialize early. Others obtain a heterogeneous, uninformative set, and so continue sampling. This leads to the novel hypothesis that inter-individual variation in plasticity may result from inter-individual variation in the consistency of earlier experiences ([30]; see also [31,32]). This hypothesis generates two predictions. First, plasticity should diminish faster across the lifespan in individuals who sample more consistent cues compared with individuals who sample less consistent cues. Second, variation in the timing of switching from sampling to specialization will be largest when cues are moderately informative. With intermediate cues, organisms sample the most extensively, resulting in the most variety of cue sets.

Different evolutionary ecologies may result in similar developmental dynamics (figure 2). For example, when fitness returns increase linearly, minimal sampling evolves with both high and low cue validities (figure 2d,f). As is well-known, such convergences in outcomes suggest caution when inferring selection histories from phenotypic design. Comparing diminishing and increasing returns, no sampling evolves when cues are poor (figure 2a,g). In this case, however, the developmental dynamics are different. With diminishing returns and poor cues, selection favours a (risk-averse) ‘generalist’ strategy, developing specializations towards both phenotypic targets (figure 2a). This strategy maximizes the expected mean fitness within a single generation, in contrast to ‘conservative bet-hedging’ to reduce variance in fitness across generations [33]. With increasing returns and poor cues, selection favours (risk-prone) pure ‘specialists’, who commit at birth to fully specializing towards either one of the phenotypic targets (figure 2g). Since the expected fitness of each specialist type is identical, selection is ambivalent about the frequency of the different types. For this reason, this result is not an instance of developmental ‘coin-flipping’ to reduce variance in fitness across generations [34].

Different developmental programmes generate different distributions of mature phenotypes (figure 3; here, the prior is 0.5; see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S3 for other priors). If the developmental programme calls for no sampling, phenotypic distributions are composed either of ‘generalists’ (figure 3a) or pure specialists (figure 3g). When all organisms sample the same number of times, individuals transition from sampling to specialization around the same time, and two distinct types emerge (figure 3d,f,h,i). By contrast, when organisms vary in the onset of specialization (i.e. differential plasticity), J-shaped phenotypic distributions result (figure 3b,c,e). Because environmental cues are stochastic, at any instant, an approximately fixed fraction of the population will reach their desired level of certainty and transition from sampling to specialization. This leads to a prediction: when sampling trades off with specialization, the loss of plasticity at the population level should follow a geometric decay-like distribution. Specifically, when organisms rely on minimal sampling (e.g. figure 2c), a large fraction transitions from sampling to specialization at any moment, leading to a steep decline: most individuals specialize early in ontogeny, followed by a smaller and smaller number in subsequent time periods. By contrast, when organisms sample more extensively (e.g. figure 2b,e), the fraction that transitions from sampling to specialization at any moment is smaller, leading to a less steep decline.

Even though selection maximizes the expected fitness of the developmental programmes, not all individuals...
correctly calibrate. Because sampling trades off with phenotypic development, selection may favour the onset of specialization long before posterior beliefs are strong. When cues are poor, and fitness returns are either linear or increasing, a substantial fraction of organisms mis-calibrate development (figure 3d,g). Miscalibration is also common with increasing returns and moderately informative cues (figure 3h), because organisms rely on minimal sampling.

Besides an opportunity cost to learning, there may be additional costs to plasticity, such as developing and maintaining learning machinery [35,36]. Selection favours learning strategies only when the benefits are sufficiently large to compensate for the constitutive costs of plasticity. Although the optimal policy always achieves (equal or) higher expected fitness than any other strategy (by definition), it is informative to observe how much better it does than alternatives. Here, we benchmark the optimal developmental programme, which may include sampling, against two non-plastic strategies (figure 4): a pure ‘specialist’, which adapts from birth towards the environmental state with the higher prior probability and a pure ‘generalist’, which specializes halfway towards each phenotypic target. With linear returns, the optimal strategy

Figure 2. Optimal developmental programmes. The horizontal axis depicts ontogeny. The left, vertical axis depicts the degree of belief of being in World 1. The right, vertical axis depicts the difference in the numbers of cues sampled to each state of the world. Fitness correlates with the degree of specialization in a (a–c) diminishing, (d–f) linear or (g–i) increasing fashion. Sampled cues (a,d,g) weakly, (b,e,h) intermediately, or (c,f,i) strongly indicate the environmental state. Organisms begin ontogeny with a prior probability distribution, reflecting the evolutionary distribution of environments (here, the prior is 0.5; see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S2 for other priors). In each time period, the organism makes one decision: black represents sampling, blue specializing towards phenotype 1 and red specializing towards phenotype 0. The area of a circle is proportional to the probability of reaching a particular state. Within a time period, these areas sum to one. The beige lines represent developmental pathways. The thickness of a line is proportional to the probability of having reached the source state from which the line emanates multiplied by the probability of reaching the destination state.
outperforms the specialist when cues are informative and priors uninformative (figure 4c). The optimal strategy outcompetes the generalist when priors are informative, when cues are informative, or both (figure 4f). With diminishing returns, the optimal strategy outcompetes the specialist when priors are uninformative, regardless of cue validity (figure 4b). The optimal strategy slightly outperforms the generalist when priors are informative, when cues are informative or both (figure 4c). With increasing returns, the optimal strategy outperforms the specialist when priors are uninformative combined with high cue validities (figure 4a), and outcompetes the generalist across the entire parameter space (figure 4i). Across the full range of fitness functions, sampling strategies are favoured over both specialist and generalist strategies when priors are uniformly distributed and cues are informative (figure 4).

4. DISCUSSION
Phenotypic plasticity is ubiquitous in nature [1–4], and theoretical models provide an understanding of when plasticity should evolve [5,7–10,25]. However, as developmental system theorists have noted, adaptationist models rarely consider ontogeny as a constructive process in which phenotypes incrementally develop ([14,15]; but see [2,3]). In our model, natural selection shapes developmental systems based on the evolutionary ecology, and these systems guide ontogeny such that adaptive phenotypes result through incremental construction.

Our approach shows one way in which evolutionary and developmental processes may jointly construct adaptation, with one causal process (development) nested in the other (evolution). We investigated a trade-off between sampling environmental cues and incremental phenotypic construction. Consistent with existing models, which do not include incremental development [8,9], we find that adaptive plasticity is more likely to evolve when priors are less informative, and when cues are moderately to highly informative; similar developmental programmes can emerge from different selective pressures; with poor cues, generalists emerge when fitness returns are diminishing, whereas specialists emerge with increasing returns; organisms may miscalibrate development when cues are stochastic, despite stable ontogenetic environments.
Our model also offers new insights. We focus on the emergence of ‘critical windows’ and inter-individual differences in plasticity. When cues are either weakly or strongly informative, selection favours all individuals to sample minimally or not at all. In such conditions, the duration of critical windows is developmentally inflexible—that is, not a function of the cues an individual samples—and so species-typical, stage-wise developmental patterns emerge [37]. When cues are moderately informative, individuals may sample extensively, and, because cues are stochastic, some individuals achieve their desired level of certainty early in ontogeny, others late. This process can result in inter-individual differences in durations of critical windows for learning: the critical window closes at different times for different individuals, and so individual differences in plasticity emerge ([30]; see also [31,32]). Specifically, at any time, an approximately fixed fraction of the remaining plastic individuals closes their learning window. At the population level, this process gives rise to a geometric decay-like distribution (J-shaped) of critical windows. As the reliance on sampling increases, the steepness of this distribution decreases.

We believe that our approach could be generative, leading to additional theory exploring how natural selection might shape the dynamics of developmental systems. We mention one possibility. So far, we have assumed a strict trade-off between sampling and specialization; in any given time period, these choices are mutually exclusive. However, one might imagine that organisms passively acquire environmental cues throughout development while constructing their phenotype, with the possibility of switching the direction of phenotypic specialization. If so, individuals might onset specialization in the direction of their strongest prior belief, and possibly switch the direction of development if their beliefs change. Or, individuals might delay specialization, favouring an initial period of passive sampling before beginning to construct a phenotype. Which strategy selection favours could be a function of the costs of switching the direction of phenotypic specialization. This switch cost may be fixed, or it could be a function of the degree of specialization already attained. A model like this addresses the evolution of reversible and irreversible developmental trajectories [9,11], incorporating incremental phenotypic development.

Although we have conceptualized the environmental condition as external to the organism, it is possible to interpret these conditions as stable attributes of the organism (e.g. fighting ability). Organisms might benefit from spending some fraction of ontogeny assessing their own aptitudes (e.g. relative strength), and consequently

![Figure 4. Fitness of the optimal policy. We compare the optimal developmental programme against a ‘specialist’, which adapts from birth towards the more likely prior environmental state, and a ‘generalist’, which specializes halfway towards each phenotypic target. For each subplot, the lower right axis depicts a range of priors the lower left axis depicts a range of cue validities, and the vertical axis fitness. The (a,d,g) left column of plots shows the expected fitnesses of the optimal developmental programmes. The (b,e,h) centre and (c,f,i) right columns show the fitnesses of the (non-sampling) specialist and generalist strategies as fractions of the optimal policies’ fitnesses. When this fraction equals one, the optimal policy is equivalent to the non-sampling strategy. The top row of plots depicts (a–c) diminishing fitness returns, the middle row (d–f) linear returns, and the bottom row (g–i) increasing returns.](http://rsb.royalsocietypublishing.org/)
adjusting their developmental trajectory. For instance, physically larger individuals may benefit more from an aggressive strategy than smaller individuals, because for them the costs of conflict might be smaller [38]. Recent work in humans suggests that physically stronger men endorse violence more, are more prone to anger, and feel more entitled to better treatment [39]. In addition, stronger men are more extraverted—they more actively approach others, compete for social attention and openly pursue status [40]. For our model to apply to state-dependent personality development [41,42], aptitude assessment must trade-off with specialization, and payoffs should be a function of incrementally developed expertise (e.g. the more time spent fighting, the better the fighter). Our model may yield insights into the conditions in which natural selection favours organisms to learn about their own qualities versus adherence to a fixed strategy, and how much reliance on learning would be optimal.

We presented an adaptationist model of incremental development. We assumed one kind of developmental trade-off, between sampling cues to the environmental state and phenotypic specialization. However, viewing development as gradual and constructive suggests other trade-offs yet to be explored. We hope our model will stimulate this kind of research, drawing together adaptationist approaches and developmental systems theory.
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